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announced its plan to privatize Intime Retail, a leading China department store
and mall operator, to pave the way for the digital transformation of traditional
retailing.
• Mobile technology: In Zhang’s view, mobile technologies are complementary to
the omnichannel model, particularly for digital marketing. For example, indoor and
in-store navigation can be deployed to engage consumers and raise the conversion
rate.
• Digitalized supply chain: Zhang believes that big data and analytics will transform
the supply chain, and that manufacturers can utilize real-time customer and sales
data to respond to changes in demand for different products.
Jack Ma: Global Trade and the Advocacy of Inclusive Globalization
Alibaba Chairman Jack Ma advocated the concept of inclusive globalization, which refers
to the empowerment of smaller companies to sell globally with minimized trade barriers
via technology. He believes large multinational companies are poised to benefit from
globalization more than smaller companies based on existing trade rules. Inclusive
globalization resonates with the Electronic World Trade Platform (eWTP).
He also pledged to avoid any trade conflicts at all costs, which we view as a positive sign
for global trade. Earlier in January, Ma met with US President Donald Trump, pledging to
bring one million jobs to the US by helping small businesses selling into China.
Digital Partnership Between Alibaba and the International Olympic Committee
Alibaba has signed a partnership with the International Olympic Committee that is
effective until 2028. Under the partnership, Alibaba will:
• Develop and create a new e-commerce shopping platform for the sale of Olympic
merchandise worldwide.
• Become the official cloud services provider of the Olympics and provide big data
analytics that will allow the Committee to organize the Games more efficiently.
• Become a partner of the existing Olympic Channel and help set up a Chinese
version.
We believe the partnership is positive for Alibaba in two ways, as it will: 1) improve its
brand image globally; and 2) cement its footing in the sports and entertainment space in
China.
1. Improve Alibaba’s brand image globally: We believe the partnership with the
International Olympic Committee will be positive for Alibaba’s brand image
globally. The company experienced negative publicity after the US government
once again placed it on the counterfeit blacklist, and since then Alibaba has been
responding proactively. Earlier this week, Alibaba announced its had formed an
alliance with about 20 companies, including Samsung, Louis Vuitton and
Swarovski, to fight counterfeit goods on its ecommerce platforms.
2. Cement Alibaba’s footing in the sports and entertainment space in China: This
partnership is important strategically for Alibaba. As an Olympic sports content
provider, Alibaba will have an edge in competing in the sports and entertainment
space in China. On the back of the rapid growth of entertainment in China, Chinese
internet companies have invested heavily in digital content. Tencent, for example,
is an exclusive sports content provider for the National Basketball Association
(NBA) in China.
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